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Acts 1: 1-11 
Ps 47: 2-3, 6-7, 8-9 
Eph 1: 17-23 
Mt 28: 16-20

 
 

Preached on Memorial Day Weekend. Inspiration for Memorial Day image 
taken from http://www1.va.gov/opa/speceven/memday/history.asp#hist from 
the US Department of Veteran Affairs. 
 
In Flanders Fields 
By John McCrae 
 
In Flanders fields the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row, 
That mark our place; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, fly. 
 
Scarce heard amid the guns below. 
We are the dead. Short days ago 
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved, and were loved, and now we lie 
In Flanders fields. 
 
Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders Fields. 
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En los campos de Flandes soplan las amapolas 
Entre las cruces, fila por fila, 
Que marcan nuestro lugar; y en el cielo 
Las alondras, que todavía cantan valientemente, vuelan. 
 
Apenas se escucha entre los cañones de abajo. 
Nosotros somos los muertos Hace días cortos 
Vivimos, sentimos el amanecer, vimos el resplandor del atardecer, 
Amado y amado, y ahora mentimos 
En los campos de Flandes. 
 
Comience nuestra disputa con el enemigo: 
A ti de manos que fallan tiramos 
La antorcha; sé tuyo para mantenerlo en alto. 
Si rompes la fe con nosotros que morimos 
No dormiremos, aunque las amapolas crezcan 
En los campos de Flandes. 
 
 
To commemorate this Memorial Day weekend on Ascension Sunday, 

I offer you this poem by Colonel John McCrae, a surgeon with Canada’s 

First Brigade Artillery, who wrote this poem on Flanders’ battlefields 

during the First World War in the late 1910s. According to the story, 

McCrae was inspired to write this poem in the cemetery border between 

France and Belgium after reflecting on the rows of graves that lined the 

cemetery of those who had died during this so-called “War to End all 
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Wars.” The story of the Gallipoli Campaign (February 17 – January 9, 

1916) concerned the Allied armies of Britain, France, Russia and 

Australia and New Zealand against the Ottoman Empire that wishes to 

control a waterway that sent food and war supplies to Russia. The battle 

also focused on control of an Ottoman stronghold in their capital of 

Constantinople (modern day Istanbul, Turkey). 

A few years ago on the cruise 

ship the MS Koiningdam 

(Holland America) in the 

Mediterranean Sea, I was asked 

to get up at six o’clock in the 

morning to commemorate this day, with those from that part of the 

world to honor these beloved dead from New Zealand and Australia. 

Even though I previously did not know much about the Battle of 

Gallipoli and the story that led to this prayer service, I was able to learn 

that day about foreign soldiers have died for the cause of freedom and 
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liberty for their respective countries. That story very much contains a 

message that we embrace in our own country. 

To embrace our own dead here in the United States, I believe it was 

around 1868 that Congress passed into law what they called 

“Decoration Day” in honor of those who had died during the Civil War, 

to renovate those tombs of soldiers killed in action of one of the 

bloodiest wars in our country’s history. In 1950, President Harry S. 

Truman that the last Monday of each month be declared “Memorial 

Day” in honor of those soldiers who had died in battle. 

When I was preparing for this liturgy, I was encouraged by 

parishioners to create a special “Memorial Day Service” online tribute, 

including snapshots of the soldiers buried at our respective cemeteries, 

which I was honored to do. When parishioners sent me these images of 

gravestones, they included with these pictures the stories of those whose 

gravestones I was given. Included with these stories was that of the 

longest serving mayor in Momence (Rex Rowe), who made sure the 

story of Patrick O’Brien not be forgotten, a prisoner of war in World 
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War I who died in the line of battle. I was told about relatives of our 

current parishioners who were buried in those cemeteries, most notable 

Captain Ryan Beaupre, who died in a helicopter crash a few years ago 

while defending our interests in Afghanistan. 

Every story, every individual buried in this cemetery and others are 

stories that we may not know or remember but we honor them this 

Memorial Day weekend because of their sacrifice. This is the theme of 

Ascension Sunday; twice the author of the Lukan narratives do we 

recount the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross, his resurrection from 

the dead and his ascension into heaven (Lk 24: 31 and Acts 1: 1-11), at 

the end of the Lukan gospel and the overlap at the beginning of Luke’s 

sequel in the Acts of the Apostles. We are told that before Jesus ascends 

to heaven, he passes on his story of faith to the apostles, who are called 

to bring that message “to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1: 8). In both 

stories, Jesus prepares us to embrace the Holy Spirit which passes from 

him to the Father and on to the apostles, who sealed the spirit onto the 

bishops, who seals the Spirit upon us so that we continually tell this 
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story of sacrifice and how this sacrifice paved the way for us to be here 

today. 

In this story of faith, we cannot forget this message of sacrifice. We 

may not know of every story of sacrifice that is represented in the lives 

of the saints or certainly in the cemeteries of our beloved dead but we 

must never forget their gift of sacrifice so that we can be here today. 

Though we cannot gather physically at the cemeteries this year. I was 

asked to film this homily in Momence, Illinois to remember our beloved 

dead at all our cemeteries. Towards this cause, I will celebrate a private 

Mass at each of our cemeteries on Memorial Day for their behalf and 

certainly for yours. 

In the online Mass I offered this weekend and in our online Memorial 

Day tribute, I have included the many gravestone images of our beloved 

dead that many in our community have provided for me. Perhaps this 

weekend might be a good time to say a prayer for our beloved deceased, 

especially those soldiers who have died in the line of battle. Let us never 

forget their sacrifice; let us certainly not forget about Christ’s sacrifice, 
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which we commemorate each time we gather around this altar. Let us 

give thanks for what our beloved dead have sacrificed for the cause of 

our freedom and liberty as we offer this video tribute on their behalf. 

This is our prayer. 


